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Pro Spring 5: An In-Depth Guide to the Spring Framework and Its ToolsApress, 2017

	Master Spring basics and core topics, and share the authors’ insights and real–world experiences with remoting, Hibernate, and EJB. Beyond the basics, you'll learn how to leverage the Spring Framework to build the various tiers and parts of an enterprise Java application: transactions, web and presentation tiers, deployment,...
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Agile Application Security: Enabling Security in a Continuous Delivery PipelineO'Reilly, 2017

	
		Agile continues to be the most adopted software development methodology among organizations worldwide, but it generally hasn't integrated well with traditional security management techniques. And most security professionals aren’t up to speed in their understanding and experience of agile development. To help bridge the...
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WPF in Action with Visual Studio 2008Manning Publications, 2008
Now more than ever, Windows applications have to work well and look good. Windows Presentation Foundation (WPF), Microsoft's new user interface framework, gives you the ability to create stunning graphics, rich interactions, and highly-usable Windows applications. WPF is the API beneath Windows Vista interfaces, and it's also available for older...
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Agile Software Development: Best Practices for Large Software Development ProjectsSpringer, 2009

	Software Development is moving towards a more agile and more flexible approach. It turns out that the traditional "waterfall" model is not supportive in an environment where technical, financial and strategic constraints are changing almost every day. But what is agility? What are today’s major approaches? And especially: What...
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Agile ALM: Lightweight tools and Agile strategiesManning Publications, 2011

	Welcome to Agile ALM. This book has three main goals. The first is to describe Agile
	Application Lifecycle Management (ALM) in practical terms and to provide a plan for
	rolling out Agile strategies and best-of-breed tools. The second purpose is to explain
	how to create ALM toolboxes based on standard tools used in advanced, real-world...
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Agile Project Management with Azure DevOps: Concepts, Templates, and MetricsApress, 2019

	
		Roll up your sleeves and jump into Agile project management to use and customize Microsoft Azure DevOps. Organizations adopt Agile practices because they are a key enabler to run better projects, get more successful end results, and achieve an overall higher quality output. To benefit the most from Agile, you need an Application Life...
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Software Architecture with Spring 5.0: Design and architect highly scalable, robust, and high-performance Java applicationsPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Discover how different software architectural models can help you solve problems, and learn best practices for the software development cycle

	
		Key Features

		
			Learn concepts related to software architecture and embrace them using the latest features of Spring 5
	
			Discover...
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Introducing Dart Sass: A Practical Introduction to the Replacement for Sass, Built on DartApress, 2019

	
		Leverage the power of Dart Sass to quickly create valid CSS styles for use within websites. This short project-oriented book simplifies the process of creating and manipulating Sass code in the browser, for websites, or online applications, using little more than a text editor or free software. 

	
		Designed to be much...
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Professional CodeIgniterWrox Press, 2008
If you’re a PHP developer, you can build Rails-like applications without learning a new language by following the hands-on tutorials in Professional CodeIgniter. In this book, find an overview of MVC and agile technologies, model and schema for products, helpers and libraries, Ajax and Scriptaculous, and explanations of the creation...
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Data Warehousing Fundamentals for IT ProfessionalsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	Cutting-edge content and guidance from a data warehousing expert—now expanded to reflect field trends


	Data warehousing has revolutionized the way businesses in a wide variety of industries perform analysis and make strategic decisions. Since the first edition of Data Warehousing Fundamentals, numerous...
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Eclipse DistilledAddison Wesley, 2005
Organized for rapid access, focused on productivity, Eclipse  Distilled brings together all the answers you need to make the most of today's  most powerful Java development environment. David Carlson introduces proven best  practices for working with Eclipse, and shows exactly how to integrate Eclipse  into any Agile development...
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Agile Software Development Quality AssuranceIGI Global, 2007
After spending the summer north of the Arctic Circle, basking in the midnight sun and the warmest weather for over 100 years in Finland, I was especially happy to find this book sitting on my desk waiting to be read. Although there is no shortage of books on agile methodologies and practices, something had been missing. The concept of quality is...
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